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ABSTRACT

This thesis explores the use of the archetypical pulsed power magnetic switching devices in alternative
and novel methods. The primary motivator for investigating these applications are for the purpose of
simplifying electrohydraulic drill and electrocrushing designs meant for extreme environment operation,
outside of the normal operating parameters of most switching technologies available to the modern
electrical engineer. Since the nonlinear behavior of saturating magnetics allows a switch type action, a
diode like behavior, and a delay type behavior, a number of architectures can be constructed from
extremely robust and simplistic designs.
A number of these designs were simulated, built, and tested in the laboratory. These fully realized
solutions are documented and explored herein. The designs were implemented on a 1-2 kJ pulse
modulator built for the purposes of testing a number of effects on the drilling process. The modulator was
built in a number of fashions in order to experiment with the various architectures made possible by this
work. The proven designs were later implemented in a laboratory machine running extensive testing.
These successful designs were based upon a parallel magnetic compression circuit, a magnetic diode
circuit, a pulsed primary switch circuit, and a magnetic delay trigger circuit.
Further work utilizing nonlinear magnetics in the field of electrocrushing and electrohydraulic
drilling is recommended, particularly where these components can replace devices that need cooling to
v

operate within their normal parameters. This technology proves useful in any system exposed to extremes
of pressure and temperature.
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Chapter 1
Historical Background
The first description of the use of nonlinear magnetics for the purpose of creating a
saturable reactor was documented by C.F. Burgess and B. Frankenfeld in 1903 [1]. Some of the
figures from their patent can be seen in Figure 1.1. The basis for their patent “Means for
regulating self-inductance in electrical circuits” was from an earlier patent of theirs titled,
“Regulation of electrical circuits.” While the earlier patent describes the use of nonlinear
magnetics for the purpose of regulating AC waveforms, more of a magnetic amplifier, the second
patent truly investigates the use of the B-H loop of magnetic material through saturation and how
that characteristic could be utilized [2]. In “Magnetic Amplifiers: Theory and Application,” Platt
has an excellent analysis of early patent work from Frankenfeld and Burgess’s first patent
through all the patents listed on the technology to 1950 [3]. This list has been reproduced and is
available in Appendix A.
A number of additional patents started showing up in the early 1950’s. These were
primarily concerned with the idea of being able to alter the inductance of a wound component
without the need for rewinding the component. It turns out that World War II would be the
catalyst for bringing this technology to the forefront of common electronics. The need for robust
components that could operate in a myriad of harsh environments created a perfect opening for
the use of saturable reactors and nonlinear magnetics. These techniques and technologies were
used throughout communications, early radar, and control systems. Germany was quick to adopt
the technology and utilized nonlinear magnetics in a variety of military equipment, from mines
to early autopilot systems, and to early guided missile systems such as the V1 rocket.

1

This spur of military use allowed magnetic core material to mature and catch up to the
techniques theorized before the 1950’s. Mass production methods of manufacture were applied
to cores and windings such that the homogeneity of nonlinear devices could be used in mass
assembled products.

Figure 1.1 First documented patent for nonlinear inductive effects [1].
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1-1 Downhole Operations
Downhole1 operations are a burgeoning field in today’s marketplace. When oil and
gas prices reach critically high values the economics of drilling in new markets changes. These
changes elicit research and development to make use of these sites where traditional drilling
methods are unable to support a profitable well. With this influx of money come opportunities in
the form of new problems to solve; many of these problems have solutions based in pulsed
power technologies. The true difficulty with solving these problems is in turning a laboratory
proof-of-principle device into a field worthy test system that can operate in the downhole
environment. The purpose of this chapter is to investigate technologies for use in high
temperature and high pressure pulsed power applications. The general range of interest is
contained within 125-250º C. Of secondary interest is the ability of these technologies to
withstand increased pressure conditions, pressures in excess of 1,000 PSI without extreme efforts
being utilized to allow for their use. An investigation into applicable technologies and devices
commonly utilized in the field of pulsed power shall follow.

1-2 Vacuum Tubes
Vacuum tubes are the standby of pulsed power systems. They are capable of delivering
the extremely high instantaneous powers that are required for pulsed power system architectures.
The baseline for most systems requires operation in the tens of kV and thousands of Amps range.
Vacuum tubes are limited thermally only by packaging. From a packaging standpoint the critical
characteristic is the gas seals on the tube that connect the various electrodes to the ceramic or
glass insulators. The typical metal-to-ceramic seals present in most devices are created in

1

Downhole in the oil industry denotes any piece of equipment that is used in the oil well itself.
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furnaces that operate at 1,500º C. This allows for normal operation up to and beyond 300º C.
Increases in ambient temperature do not affect the overall lifetime of the device [4]. This allows
numerous options for systems that function within pulsed tube operating areas.

1-3 Solid State
Solid state technology can replicate vacuum tube operation in a very select operating area
by a single device. In order to extend this operating area it is necessary to series/parallel devices
to mimic vacuum tube operation. The challenge with operation in this mode is the requirement of
additional ancillary circuitry for each device added to the series/parallel combination. There are a
number of companies currently producing thyratron replacement solid state systems [5-8]. The
goal and challenge of these systems are to create a device that can deliver the same performance
with equal reliability at extended lifetime comparable to that of a vacuum tube solution. The
equal reliability part of the equation is the challenge of the moment. Vacuum tubes can operate
in a complete fault mode and recover with little detriment to the lifetime of the device. The
drawback of a solid state system is that complete fault modes typically end with the requirement
of replacing the device stack. This makes it critical for the system designer to over rate devices
and build in a large safety margin in the system design. In addition to this, the nature of pulsed
power loads is such that they typically tend towards lower impedance, high voltage output
waveforms and it can be difficult to distinguish these output waveforms from that of a short
circuit. Thus, protection networks and control schemes must be able to protect the system in submicrosecond timescales to ensure device survival. These circuit designs must include methods
that turn hard failures into soft failures, further increasing the system complexity and size. Figure
1.2 illustrates a solid state crowbar replacement system used at CERN [6]. As one can see, a
similar sized solution is also presented in the figure. What is not shown, however, are the heater
4

and reservoir transformers for the thyratron based solution. In terms of weight, the elimination of
these can be a great savings; however, the size of the controls and gate drives for most solid state
solutions typically make for the real estate trade off being a net zero change.

Figure 1.2 Solid replacement for a thyratron switch [6].

Operating any solid state component at elevated temperatures is a complex problem.
Depending upon how the component is made, it is possible that a typical 85º C part is capable of
running at temperatures beyond 150º C [9]; however, this is not usually the case and problems
often arise from running components at elevated temperatures. These problems range from wire
bonding failing due to the melting of solder at the bond, caustic chemicals being generated from
packaging failure resulting in massive failure at multiple points, to even basic issues such as the
junction of the device itself not being able to handle the ambient heat. Even if one manages to
get a device rated for operation above 150º C there are all the other ancillary passive components
necessary for circuit operation (resistors/capacitors/inductors).

5

The more components one adds to any circuit means that the probability of a single
failure grows. Increasing the temperature at which components operate decreases the mean time
to failure. This all aligns to the need for circuit designs created for operation at elevated
environmental levels to be designed to a bare minimum in terms of features and operating
parameters. Essentially, the design acknowledges that parts will fail, and designers are trying to
get the most life out of their system. This of course flies in the face of designing a system based
around a solid state solution. In order to get to the design parameters necessary for most pulsed
power systems a multitude of components are required to create a single switch. There is,
however, hope in the prospect of new device technology on the horizon.
At present, silicon-based devices are the primary commercially available option. Silicon
carbide (SiC) technology is finally reaching a level at which designers are starting to see
components become available commercially. More interestingly, SiC technology shows great
promise pulsed power applications in particular [10]. At the device properties listed in [10], it
would be relatively easy to accomplish a thyratron replacement system out of a handful of
devices. One attractive characteristic about SiC technology is that, whereas silicon devices are
limited to a junction temperature of 150º C, the theoretical limit on SiC devices is close to 600º
C. Designs have already been created that operate these devices at or beyond 200º C without
negative effect to the circuit [11].
Another promising material is gallium nitride [12]. Gallium nitride has higher electron mobility
than SiC or traditional silicon and has a maximum junction temperature similar to that of SiC. As
such, it shows promise for higher frequency RF pulsed power applications. A list of device
properties is shown in Table 1. SiC, however, has a higher breakdown field rating which makes
it more attractive for higher voltage device applications.
6

Table 1. Device material properties [9].

1-4 Nonlinear Magnetics
Nonlinear magnetic systems are another well-used archetype in pulsed power. Typical
systems used involve utilizing the nonlinear behavior of core material to illicit a switching
action. In this mode, a typical wound core inductor can be made to have a high impedance (OFF)
state and a low impedance (ON) state, a saturable reactor. Utilizing a number of stages, when
designed properly, this will allow for a compression of the initial pulse. This can be used to
increase the voltage and/or the current of the output pulse while lowering the output waveform’s
pulselength. This is best illustrated by Figure 1.3 [13]. Large pulsed power systems, such as the
RHEPP machine, have been driven entirely by an AC source, lacking anything other than
magnetic saturable reactors [14].

7

Figure 1.3 Pulse compression using nonlinear magnetics [13].

Because the switching action is accomplished with simply a wound device, one only has
to make sure that the wire and the core material are rated for operation at ambient temperature.
This does involve some consideration when it comes to the core material, as a number of core
types that are typical to use in this architecture suffer in elevated temperatures [15]. From the
observations in the previous reference one can see that most of the core types suffered a
significant loss in Brem and Bmax once the core material was taken up beyond 200º C, Figure
1.4. Brem is the remanent magnetic field and Bmax is the maximum magnetic field in the B-H
curve. However, the Supermendur material has little loss in those ranges and even shows an
increase in AC coercive force. The magnetic amplifier is a design relegated to history [3]. Wellutilized for its ruggedness in the past, it has been replaced with more modern IC technology
control schemes.
The basic operation of the magnetic amplifier is as follows: Envision an inductor in line
with the load. This inductor has an AC winding and a control winding. As one adjusts the control
winding one can affect a change in the AC impedance on the AC winding, thus allowing more or
less current to flow through the winding. Figure 1.5 illustrates the basic schematics for magnetic
amplifiers, both AC and DC. One could envision in the AC version replacing the AC source with
a transient pulse, allowing the gating of this pulse (with proper timing and control) to generate a
required output waveform. With the correct topology and core material selection one could
utilize this output to discharge a resonantly or impulse charged storage capacitance, essentially
creating a meld of the typical saturable reactor system and the magnetic amplifier topology.

8
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Figure 1.4 Effects of thermal cycling on characteristics of magnetic materials [15].

Alternate options exist for pulsed power generation utilizing LC circuits. Most of these
systems rely on series or parallel resonance to generate high voltage. The Nested High Voltage
Generator (NHVG) is a good example of a system that employs a resonant high voltage drive for
various loads. The high voltage generating part of this system is typically a single or double
resonant Tesla transformer that drives a Cockcroft-Walton voltage multiplier. The multipliers are
arranged in individual pucks that grade the voltage throughout the system structure and add their
generated voltage to each other in a series fashion. The output of these systems are varied,
capable of generating high voltage pulses with an integrated output switch, or an ion/electron
beam through an integrated accelerating column. This system has also already been successfully
10

deployed downhole for well logging applications [16]. Figure 1.6 shows a sample NHVG build
and basic schematic [17]. Nonlinear magnetic systems are another well used archetype in pulsed
power.

Figure 1.5 Basic schematics for a magnetic amplifier [3].

Figure 1.6 NHVG schematic and build [17].
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1-5 Ambient Pressure Considerations
A secondary consideration is that of pressure effects on these devices and architectures.
Solid state devices have the benefit that as long as the devices are impregnated fully they are
immune to pressure effects. This means that for most types of devices except for larger modules
the devices would be able to meet the pressures in excess of 1,000 PSI. Larger module type
devices would need to be vacuum-encapsulated in such a way as to eliminate voids and
encapsulated with material that would be impervious to the stresses associated with the elevated
pressure circumstances.
As shown in the earlier Beckwith reference, extensive time and testing is required for a
solid state solution to be employed successfully downhole. Every part of the circuit must be
individually verified and or specially designed to cope with the environmental concerns, even
when placed in a specially designed protection bottle. Alternatively, one could encapsulate the
whole assembly as long as special care is taken to remove the heat generated by circuit
operation. Because the designs of a solid state solution are typically modular in nature operation
in downhole dimensions can be less challenging than for other solutions. Vacuum based devices
are capable of withstanding elevated pressure only with extensive effort. Essentially, the device
would need to exist in a separately designed pressure bottle. Such a bottle would need to
incorporate high voltage feedthroughs, and heater/reservoir feedthroughs, and it would also need
to be able to conduct the thermal losses associated with operation out of the bottle in such a way
as to maintain internal pressure while not putting additional pressure on the assembly. These
aspects to designing a pressure capable vacuum device do not eliminate it from possibility;
however, they vastly add to the difficulty and expense of employing this technology as a
solution.
12

Size begins to play a very important role as the vacuum tube solution starts to grow
ponderous as multiple layers of protection are required to ensure its operation in the hostile
environment. Magnetics based devices would be impervious to the effects of pressure due to a
lack of trapped gases incorporated into the device structure. Given this, the device could operate
at ambient pressure with few, if any, negative effects.
Pulsed power systems are often large laboratory machines described as solutions looking
for problems. One of the most challenging problems presented to the pulsed power engineer is to
find a way to bring these systems out of the laboratory and into often-harsh environments. Such
harsh environments often have volumetric and/or weight requirements which limit the options
for system architecture and device selection. The prospect of putting a system downhole is a
daunting one. It compounds the ever present aspects of the problems associated with creating a
field-worthy system to the unique problems involved with downhole systems. Elevated
temperature and pressure are the most obvious aspects that are covered here; however, some less
obvious ones were not, such as dealing with cable lengths in excess of thousands of feet.

1-6 Summary
The research performed for this thesis has evaluated a number of options for systems that
would be used in the downhole environment where elevated ambient pressure and temperature
are present. Each of these options brings its own challenges and solutions to the problem. One
thing is for certain: the more simplistic a system can be the more rugged it will be in every
situation. The design equation must be rebalanced so as to treat the system as a very expensive
disposable solution.

13

This thesis describes the use of magnetic switches for pulsed power systems for
downhole applications. The rest of this thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 discusses
resonant energy transfer and nonlinear magnetics calculations. Chapter 3 discusses simulations
of four applications of magnetic switching. Chapter 4 describes simulations of these four circuits.
Chapter 5 describes the construction of these four circuits. Chapter 6 describes the testing results
of the four constructed circuits. Finally, Chapter 7 discusses conclusions drawn from this Thesis.
Appendix 1 and Appendix 2 cover early patents concerning nonlinear magnetics and application
of the Jules-Atherton SPICE model, respectively.
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Chapter 2
Theory of Operation

2.1 Resonant Energy Transfer
The C-L-C energy transfer, or resonant energy transfer, is an effective, efficient method
of transmitting energy from one energy storage device to another. As such, it is commonplace in
some form or fashion in most pulse power systems. The very basic topology for this circuit is
shown in Figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1. A C-L-C circuit.

In this circuit, energy transfer occurs when SW1 closes. This allows the voltage in C1 to
oscillate through L1 and charge C2. The simulation of this process can be seen in Figure 2.2,
where the bottom trace is the current and the top traces are the voltages on C1 and C2.

15

Figure 2.2. Resonant energy transfer between two equivalent capacitances.

The current that travels through L1 is defined by:

(2.1)
This current oscillates through L1 as defined by the period defined in 2.2. The voltage
that capacitor C2 charges to can be calculated utilizing Eqs. (2.3-2.4). As shown here one can
utilize a mismatched set of capacitances to increase the voltage to which C2 charges. This gain is
at the cost of efficiency of the overall energy transfer, as shown in Eq. (2.5).

(2.2)

(2.3)
16

(2.4)

(2.5)

2.2 Nonlinear Magnetics
Any device that makes use of nonlinear saturating magnetics must be based on a
ferromagnetic core. Thus, our equations for analysis and design are derived from the MaxwellFaraday equation

(2.6)
This brings us to the integral form of Kelvin Stokes theorem

(2.7)
If B is not = f(A) then for Nt turns, V= -Ac*Nt*dB/dt where Ac is, the core cross-sectional area,
and Nt represents the number of turns. For resonant energy transfer we are more concerned with
the Vt required as per the applied C-L-C energy transmission. For our case we will consider both
C’s in the equation to be equal for simplification.

(2.8)

(2.9)
17

(2.10)

(2.11)
Ideally, the designer has both L and C already in mind during the design. As such one
now needs to figure out how to get to the saturated inductance L. The designer has two values
that they can adjust this value, Nt and Ac. Earlier we calculated the required Ac for a set Nt. Nt
and Ac both factor into the saturated inductance calculation as shown given by

(2.12)
and

(2.13)
Here Et is the pulse energy and T is the resonant period.
As shown in Eq. (2.12) Lsat scales as (Nt)2. As such, it is more effective to adjust Ac to
get to the required minimum Lsat and likewise adjust Nt upwards to get to the maximum
required Lsat. Maximizing Nt versus Ac for a given design maximizes energy transfer efficiency
as it minimizes leakage current during the hold off period. Figure 2.3 illustrates common square
loop materials utilized for switching magnetics.

18

Figure 2.3 Common magnetic materials for nonlinear magnetic devices [18].

2-3 Summary
Resonant energy transfer is a common and efficient method of moving energy from one
energy storage device to another. Using a magnetic switch to perform as the inductive element in
circuits that this method of energy transfer is a natural choice as the device can act as both the
inductive element and the switch. The prior sections have illustrated the equations needed to
design and analyze a system using this circuit topology.
19

The next chapter discusses applications of nonlinear magnetic devices in common pulse
modulator circuits. These options range from component level active switch replacement to
subsystem trigger generation replacement.

20

Chapter 3
Practical Applications

3.1 Parallel Magnetic Compression
Parallel and series pulse compression lines offer a simplistic yet robust and reliable
solution to many pulse modulator designs. For designs that do not rely on the compression of the
pulse for output voltage gain, these systems can be extremely efficient as well. The designs for
these machines are used throughout many pulse power solutions. For the designer’s case at hand,
a minimization of compression stages reduces component count, which, in turn reduces mean
time between failure (MTBF) values. Since the system under consideration is expected to be
operating in extremely hazardous environments in the future, the decision was made early on in
the project timeline to minimize components where possible. As such, a parallel magnetic
compression design was chosen for the initial prototype. The parallel magnetic compression
topology allows for the saturation stages to incorporate traditional transformer impedance
matching/voltage gain without losing energy in the ring up gain typical in a series type design.
For this particular application under consideration a parallel pulse compression system
was designed. The pulse transformer, as illustrated in Figure 3.1, was designed with a Vt
constant such that the transformer supported charging C2 to full energy transfer from C1 (see
Figure 2.12). C3 is charged using an external pulse modulator that is inductively isolated from
the secondary pulse. When the output gap closes C2 is drained and the transformer saturates,
creating a low inductance path for the high energy storage of C3 to discharge into the load. This
works much in the same fashion of striker/simmer circuits for flashlamp systems. The energy
storage capacitor C3 is charged and designed for a low impedance load, while the main discharge

21

(high impedance) is supported by a low energy high voltage discharge through the pulse
transformer.

Figure 3.1 Saturating pulse transformer.

This works well for designs that do not incorporate a high turn ratio and/or short pulses.
As the pulsewidth that the transformer has to support increases, the overall inductance of the
primary and secondary increases. This increases the turns count, which increases the impedance
of the saturated secondary windings. This can be supplemented or corrected by adding multiple
windings to support the necessary impedance or peak current requirements at the cost of a more
complex and expensive pulse transformer design and build.

3.2 Magnetic Diode
While there are some options for high temperature diodes in SiC, the range is slim and
the price is high. Utilizing a magnetic switch in the mode of a temporal diode is an attractive
alternative. This alternative is for a limited time in that the magnetic switch will impede current
flow in one direction for as long as the Vt constant holds. The direction would be determined by
the reset winding moving the B-H loop in one direction or the other to allow utilization of the
full delta B (Brem+Bmax). Current flow in the opposite direction would be allowed due to the B22

H loop being set hard to that direction. Thus, the magnetics are always in a saturation mode for
one direction of current flow.

Figure 3.2 Example of a B-H loop with important regions labeled..

Figure 3.3 Schematic of magnetic isolation diode.
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Selection of core material is imperative for this operation in that for repetitive operation
the full B-H loop is traversed. Thus losses for the assembly would be determined by the losses in
the windings and the losses in the cores due to the B-H loop excursion.
As shown in the example above, the magnetic diode allows for a high voltage pulse to be
generated by a step-up transformer. This pulse would be for the purpose of breaking down a gas
or striking an arc. The keep alive circuit for the arc or gas discharge is created by the magnetic
isolation diode, the medium voltage switch, and C3. The unsaturated inductance of the magnetic
diode and C4 allow for a low pass filter to be created such that the medium voltage switch never
experiences the high voltage output pulse. The B-H loop for the switch is timed such that the
high voltage pulse drives the switch almost completely into saturation, after which the arc ignites
the output gap and C2 discharges to zero; the medium voltage switch then closes and C3 pushes
the diode into full saturation. At this point, C3 can now discharge through the saturated (low)
inductance of the magnetic diode into the load.
This archetype is similar to many parallel pulse compression transformers that are
available except that here a small high voltage transformer does not have to carry the high energy
discharge current for a low impedance keep alive. Separating the two functions, high current and
high voltage, allows for a more optimum design in this case.

3.3 Pulsed Primary Switch
The pulsed primary switch topology works very similarly to the parallel magnetic
compression circuit, although it lacks the typical primary switch. The system also utilizes the full
energy transfer in a single pulse rather than in two different impedance pulses. During operation
Cresonant is charged via pulse charging. The time it takes to charge should be the Vt constant of
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the magnetic switch. A diode should also be installed to ensure that current flows in only the
intended direction and not back to the pulse modulator that charges the resonant capacitor.
The benefit of this system is not readily clear at first glance. The reader may ask why one
would not just utilize the pulse modulator for pulsing the transformer primary in the first place.
The rationale behind this is due to the reality of the situation - the system will likely be installed
with the modulator topside and the pulse transformer and all associated circuitry located
downhole, with at least 5,000 feet of cable between them. Pulse fidelity, especially for shorter
pulses, becomes hard to maintain through this kind of charged line connecting the two systems.

Figure 3.4 Schematic of the pulsed primary switch.

Earlier designs were utilized with the concept of utilizing a thyratron to switch a pulsed charge
capacitor downhole. This later design was drawn up when the realization of the enormity of putting a
vacuum-based device in the hazardous downhole environment became clear.
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3.4 Magnetic Delay Trigger
Modern active devices can be utilized in extreme environmental conditions with great
care and extraordinary design effort. Most of these devices require ancillary subsystems to allow
for reliable triggering. When utilizing a switch where it must fire after its connected capacitor is
pulsed charged, a very simplistic magnetic delay switch can be utilized to generate the voltage at
the required timing for triggering of the switch.

Figure 3.5 Schematic of the magnetic delay trigger circuit.

The schematic in Figure 3.5 illustrates the basic components pertinent to the magnetic
delay trigger. For a secondary side switch, as used in the magnetic diode circuit, the designer
must provide an isolated, floating trigger that is capable of being in proximity to a high voltage
discharge pulse and the high energy discharge pulse. This can be quite a task, especially for a
tube-based system. Thyratron tubes are known to experience high grid spike voltages equal to up
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to two times the hold-off voltage that the tube experiences. The designer normally incorporates
layer upon layer of protection devices such as varistors, transient voltage protectors, spark gaps,
and high voltage diodes to keep the active trigger circuitry isolated from these problematic
events.
The magnetic delay trigger eliminates the need for these protection elements due to the
complete lack of any active components. Ldelay is a small Vt magnetic switch which utilizes the
RC time of Rdelay and Cdelay to set a delay time to trigger. This delay time is set by the
designer and based upon how long after the initial high voltage pulse he wants the switch to fire.
Once the time has elapsed, Ldelay saturates and resonantly charges the grid capacitance (Cgrid)
to the required output voltage for trigger generation. Due to the fact that Cgrid is so small,
Cdelay can be sized to utilize most of its energy in a voltage gain mode. The main drawback of
this topology is that if the pulse-to-pulse repeatability of the output voltage varies over a wide
range one can expect to see a large jitter value on this trigger output. Due to the end use for this
particular pulse power modulator, the expected jitter is expected to be well within tolerable
levels.

3-5 Summary
This chapter presented four different uses of magnetic switching. These applications
range from parallel pulse compression, magnetic isolation of lower voltage switches, primary
switch replacement, and magnetic delay triggering. Each circuit’s benefits and challenges were
presented.
The next chapter discusses the simulation of the circuits suggested above and expounds
upon the theory of operation for each circuit.
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Chapter 4
Simulation Results

4.1 Calculations
Calculations for each design were completed after a suitable Excel chart was crafted. This
chart can be viewed in Table 2. It allows the designer to enter in all of the pertinent material
characteristics along with pulse requirements to come up with a suitable value for core material.
After this value is created it also gives approximations for saturated and unsaturated
inductance based upon the geometry of the winding and the permeability of the magnetic
material in a saturated and unsaturated state. The latter are based on assumptions that the
material almost completely saturates (µr < 4).

4.2 Parallel Magnetic Compression
Simulation of the parallel magnetic compression circuit can be seen in Figure 4.1. The
initial discharge is rated for 10 J of energy transfer while the remaining energy (1 kJ) was stored
in the low impedance secondary energy storage capacitance. As one can see from the simulation,
the secondary of the transformer rings the energy into the secondary capacitor (C2) and then
initiates the discharge breakdown in the secondary output gap. From here the secondary has a
total of 180 kV across the winding, 30 kV from the secondary energy store and -150 kV from the
output pulse charging of C2. This results in the saturation of the secondary winding and collapse
of the inductance of the secondary. The energy stored in Cpulse now has a low impedance path
through to the load impedance. Utilizing the simulation software to double check the calculated
Vt constant is helpful in verification of the design before build.
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Table 2. Magnetic switch Excel calculator.
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Figure 4.1 MicroCap simulation of parallel magnetic compression circuit.

4.3 Magnetic Diode
Simulation of the magnetic diode circuit is shown in Figure 4.2. As the reader can see the
current through the magnetic switch (bottom trace) kicks in after the main discharge occurs and
carries the majority of the transferred energy. The initial discharge has a high peak current for a
very short period of time, which results in a low (sub-50 J) energy transfer. The higher energy,
compared to the parallel magnetic compression circuit, was incorporated as a means to keep the
arc alive while the magnetic diode falls into saturation.
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Figure 4.2 MicroCap simulation of the magnetic diode circuit.

One can also see in Figure 4.3 that the voltage impressed upon the anode of the energy
discharge switch stays well within the limits of the switch (< 5 kV). The summation of the
applied voltage over time comes to an appropriate value for the calculated total in the
spreadsheet.

Figure 4.3 MicroCap simulation of the magnetic diode circuit showing isolated switch voltage and Vt
constant.
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4.4 Pulsed Primary Switch
The schematic in Figure 4-4 and associated simulation in Figure 4-5 show the general
format and operation of the circuit. Voltage source C5 pulse charges C4 through L11, which
represents the cable inductance. L10 is both the unsaturated and saturated inductances of the
magnetic switch due to being controlled by the Jules-Atherton model expression. This expression
allows the use of nonlinear magnetics and simulation of saturation of magnetic components. A
description of its use is presented in Appendix 2. L1 and L2 make up the transformer primary
and secondary. C3 is the secondary energy store. As one can see, the downside to this circuit is
the amount of core material necessary for the magnetic switch and the transformer. The
advantage of this circuit is that is requires absolutely no active circuitry.

Figure 4.4 Schematic of the pulsed primary switch.
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Figure 4.5 MicroCap simulation of the pulsed primary switch.

As the reader can see the Vt of L10 is set to the peak charge voltage on C4. Once C4 is charged
L10 saturates which transfers the energy through the primary of the pulse transformer.

4.5 Magnetic Delay
The simulation of the magnetic delay circuit can be viewed in Figure 4.6. As shown the voltage
on Cdelay comes up to peak value with the timing of the voltage on the output pulse. At this point in time
the magnetic switch (Ldelay) saturates and charges the grid capacitance of the thyratron tube.

Figure 4.6 Simulation of the magnetic delay circuit
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4-6 Summary
This chapter covered the simulation of each of the practical application circuits as they
would be implemented in system. The waveforms from the simulation were illustrated along
with some of the challenges uncovered during the simulation process.
The next chapter presents the build of each of the solutions along with challenges and
lessons learned for each of the circuits.
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Chapter 5
Experimental Setup

5.1 Parallel Pulse Compression
The initial transformer was designed for a short pulse stepping up a 30 kV primary
voltage to a 150 kV secondary. Due to concerns about lamination voltage holdoff, it was
constructed out of 28 one inch-thick Metglas cut C cores. The trade-off between ease of
assembly and saturated µr for a cut C core versus toroid was made in favor of the C core. Figure
5.1 shows the completed assembly with an integrated E dot probe mounted to the output side.

Figure 5.1 Final build of the saturating transformer.

The windings were shaped in bipyramidal fashion into order to mitigate high fields on the
winding structure. The winding structure was made from G10 and the windings were held in
place by stitched waxed threading. This was to ensure that the windings stayed in place during
the high energy discharge. Earlier versions had issues with turn-to-turn breakdown due to the
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magnetostriction of the wire during the high di/dt discharge event. Figure 5.2 illustrates actual
winding structure and its 3D design.

Figure 5.2 Initial build of winding structure (left) and its 3D design (right).

Figure 5.3 Winding structure turns and their isolation.
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5.2 Magnetic Diode
The initial experiment was based on a 1 kJ system isolating a 1 μs long 150 kV high
voltage pulse from a 44 kV thyratron. To do this, a small 12-turn MnZn ferrite core saturating
switch was constructed as shown in Figure 5.4. The windings were constructed utilizing hard
copper pipe and fittings. The whole assembly was immersed in Diala AX transformer oil for
insulation.

Figure 5.4 Photograph of the 12-turn MnZn saturating switch.

The magnetic switch was instrumented with a variable reset power supply to allow Brem to be
adjusted from the origin on the B-H loop, all the way down to Brem. Pearson current transformers were
also mounted in line with the device and separately on the transformer to allow one to view both the
initial discharge current and also the current through the high energy discharge path.
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5.3 Pulsed Primary Switch
The pulsed primary switch was constructed to allow for testing of the magnetic switch as a
primary side switching element. One of the main benefits of this approach is that it allows for an active
device replacement with non-active elements. To create the ability to switch for multiple charge voltages,
the reset current supply was built to be adjustable. This allows operation with a variable start point on the
Brem side of the B-H loop. Since one is able to adjust the delta B of the magnetic switch one can
dynamically change the Vt constant of the device. This device was built as a proof-of-principle setup. As
such, it was only built to operate at a low repetition rate. The primary windings were not designed for any
mode of operation above 1 Hz.

Figure 5.5 Photograph of the final build of the pulsed primary switch.

5.4 Magnetic Delay
A small magnetic delay circuit was constructed and implemented on the magnetic diode pulsed
power assembly after numerous failures of the active triggering system occurred. Once the design was
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implemented and tuned to the proper values there were no longer any failures in the triggering system. A
photograph of the implemented system can be viewed in Figure 5.6.

Figure 5.6 Photograph of the magnetic delay circuit out before installation.

5.5 Summary
This chapter presented the realization of the circuits outlined in previous chapters.
Pictures of each system in a final build state were presented. Each of the builds had their own
challenges which were discussed.
The next chapter goes through the results from testing the above circuit builds. It touches
on the systems the circuits were installed in, as well as the performance of the circuits in system.
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Chapter 6
Experimental Results

6.1 Parallel Magnetic Compression
The initial pulse power modulators utilized in these experiments were based around the
following parameters:
1) Spark ignition at 150 kV-180 kV
2) Resistive loading that drops exponentially down to 2 Ω
3) Load failure mode 10% of the time where load resistance drops to 0.2 Ω
4) Peak current into a 2 Ω load up to 12 kA
5) Peak current delivery in under 2 μs
The initial parallel magnetic compression circuit was built to these parameters. Follow-on
systems had adaptations to the above requirements as the experimental process was refined and
further understood. Waveforms from the operation of the parallel magnetic compression system
can be viewed in Figure 6.1. The waveforms in Figure 6.1 show the charge voltage of the energy
store (blue), the output voltage from the high voltage transformer (magenta), and the output
current through the switch action of the secondary (green). As one can see, the high voltage
comes up until the discharge occurs. From there the circuit operates in an underdamped
oscillation while the energy from the secondary energy store starts to flow through the saturated
secondary inductance of the parallel magnetic compression circuit.
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Figure 6.1 Waveforms from the parallel magnetic compression system.

6.2 Magnetic Diode
The system that incorporated the magnetic diode was first designed for a 1 μs pulse.
Shortly after this the transformer risetime was extended and thus the magnetic diode had to be
redesigned and rebuilt in order to account for the added Vt exposure. The extended waveform
from the transformer can be seen in Figure 6.2. Primarily, this was done via adjusting the number
of cores in parallel, adjusting the cross-sectional area. Due to the extension of the windings path
length, the saturated and unsaturated inductance also grew. This introduced a slight delay in the
waveform compared to the parallel pulse compression circuit. This delay can be seen in the
waveform shown in Figure 6.3.
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Figure 6.2 Output pulse from extended pulsewidth high voltage transformer.

Figure 6.3 Waveforms from the pulse modulator with the magnetic diode installed.
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The reader can see the delay in current (orange trace) from the time of breakdown, where
the green trace transitions from peak negative voltage to zero. This delay time was later
minimized with some effort by adjusting the turns versus cross-sectional area of the magnetic
switch.

6.3 Pulsed Primary Switch
The pulsed primary switch was built as a half energy system (500 J). This was done
primarily to demonstrate the system as a valid concept. The system was connected to an
extended risetime (>10 μs ) pulse transformer that was installed on an unused power modulator.
The thyratron that was previously installed on that machine was removed along with all of its
housekeeping accessory components. Since the machine was previously in a fully operational
state the system was immediately able to come up to voltage with no issue. Figure 6.4 shows a
waveform from the device operation. Channel one is obtained using a 10,000:1 NorthStar 200
kV voltage probe. Due to its operation this technology is slated for future experimentation and
evaluation.
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Figure 6.4 Waveform from the pulsed primary switch proof-of-concept.

6.3 Magnetic Delay
The build of the magnetic delay was a simplistic matter. A 3F3 ferrite was obtained and
wound to the appropriate number of turns with insulated high voltage wire. This was then
connected to a high voltage doorknob capacitor of appropriate value. This small assembly was
installed in place of the present high voltage thyratron trigger circuit. The doorknob capacitor
would later on have to have a set of trim capacitors added in parallel in order to obtain an
optimum output voltage to the grid of the thyratron. Otherwise, the system operated as designed
for tens of thousands of shots without any complications.
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6-4 Summary
In the above sections the testing of the circuits discussed in earlier chapters was
presented. They included difficulties and lessons learned during and after the implementation of
the systems. Performance and waveforms from the testing of these circuits was also presented.
The next chapter outlines conclusions based on the design, simulation, build and testing
of the above circuits. It also explores options for further research and development for using
these technologies.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions

7.1 Parallel Magnetic Compression
The parallel pulse compression circuit worked extremely well within the original design
parameters. Early versions of this transformer attempted to utilize off-the-shelf magnetic
components as used in many power supplies and inverters. Unfortunately, the saturation of these
cores proved to be slow and therefore quite lossy. Later designs incorporated custom wound
cores to correct for this tendency. These designs were insulated utilizing oxide layers between
the layers of nanocrystalline tape. This oxide layer would only handle very small amounts of
voltage induced turn-to-turn. The induced voltage was due to eddy current losses from the high
dB/dt involved in the switching action. Due to this, the core size had to be broken up and the
cores isolated from one another. Further testing revealed a need for the pulsed power system to
incorporate isolation of the low impedance charge voltage from the output, a need for a longer
risetime, and an extended pulsewidth for the initial discharge circuit. This topology became
difficult to modify to fill the new parameters. The need for a downhole active switch also limited
the use for this topology in future systems. However, for laboratory use it excelled and was an
extremely fault-tolerant system design.

7.2 Magnetic Diode
The utilization of a magnetic diode for the purpose of isolating a lower voltage switch
from a high voltage pulse worked well. The faster the risetime and the lower the pulsewidth of
the isolated pulse the more effective this solution and less intricate the design can be realized. As
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risetime and pulsewidth increase the magnetic diode design must adapt. For designs that must
utilize a set footprint the designer is presented with a growing problem from an insulation of the
windings standpoint. As for increasing the core material, the path length grows, which increases
the saturated inductance. This situation happens for both increases (turns and cross-sectional
area) such that the turn-on delay and peak current for the output pulse becomes increasingly
diminished (for the later) and longer (for the former). Otherwise, the system operates as designed
and can operate in situations where other solutions are incapable of operating. If designed with a
flowed dielectric utilized for turns isolation, the device can even be operated to complete
insulation failure and recover after the failed dielectric is flowed out. This system’s use in future
designs was also limited by its need for active switching elements downhole.

7.2 Pulsed Primary Switch
The pulsed primary switch is a hard system to design. The designer needs to balance the
required primary inductance of the pulse transformer with the saturated inductance and
unsaturated inductance of the magnetic switch. The saturated inductance has to be low into order
to effectively transmit the energy through the pulse transformer. If the saturated inductance is
too high you end up losing a good portion of the charge voltage to inductive division between the
pulse transformer primary inductance and the saturated inductance. Meanwhile, the unsaturated
inductance has to be quite high in order to not load the charging of the primary energy storage
capacitor. For this system design in the field one has the additional concern of having the pulse
unit existing at the end of a multi-thousand foot cable. Due to inductive concerns and grounding
issues this cable has to be coaxial. Since the high voltage cable is coaxial it is quite capacitive as
well. Thus, the designer ends up with a charged line that oscillates in several modes once the
topside pulse launches the charge voltage down the line. A clever designer can utilize these
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modes as a sort of resonant frequency charging gain in order to compensate for the overall losses
of the system. Since this system was primarily proof-of-concept it was only tested with an inline
isolation inductor in the charge line to simulate the inductance of the long cable. The system
performed well once additional magnetic material was added such that a wider range of
saturation could be affected with the reset current variability.
It is recommended for future designers interested in this topology to utilize an air core, or
open core pulse transformer topology similar to that presented in [19]. When designed in this
fashion one only has to worry about the magnetic switch saturation and not the pulse
transformer.

7.3 Magnetic Delay Trigger
The magnetic trigger circuit performed well for an established system. For systems that
are just being brought up, or need to operate over a wide variety of output voltage, especially for
low values of total charge voltage, this solution is unlikely to work. The ability to bring up a
pulsed power system gradually is an especially strong need due to the large energy and high peak
powers involved with their operation. Having to run initial tests at full or near-to-full power is
dangerous from a multitude of fronts. As such, they are best utilized on systems that are fully
tested and acknowledged to be in full working order. An alternative to this would be to operate
the system with a trim capacitance readily available for mechanical adjustment. Once the system
is installed it is a robust and extremely fault tolerant solution to high voltage triggering.
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7.4 Future Work
Work up to this point has utilized 2605SA1 Metglas due to its availability and relatively
low cost. Future work plans involve utilizing higher Bmax materials such as Supermendur and/or
Permendur. These materials have the added benefit of operating at extremely high temperatures
with little to no change in their permeability and Bmax characteristics. Alternative designs
incorporating magnetic switches and magnetically loaded open transformer geometries are also
being worked on in order to make use of a minimization of active elements in the pulsed power
systems. Systems incorporating Tesla coil-like resonant ring-up have been proposed as well and
are being investigated.

7-5 Summary
This thesis explored the use of nonlinear magnetic devices in archetypical pulsed power
systems. The application is for the simplification of designs meant to be used for electrocrushing
and electrohydraulic drills for extreme environment operation. A number of these designs were
simulated, built, and tested. The designs were implemented on a 1-2 kJ pulse modulator built for
the purposes of testing a number of effects on various experiments. The modulator was built in a
number of fashions in order to experiment with the various architectures made possible by this
work. The proven designs were later implemented in a laboratory machine running extensive
testing on various solid materials. These successful designs were based upon a parallel magnetic
compression circuit, a magnetic diode circuit, a pulsed primary switch circuit, and a magnetic
delay trigger circuit.
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It is the author’s intention to encourage the use of nonlinear devices for use in these harsh
environments. Further work was suggested to make use of these devices and systems in future
design cycles.
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Appendix A
Patent listings from original inception of nonlinear magnetic devices to 1950
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Appendix 2
Utilizing the Jiles-Atherton Model in SPICE

Utilizing the Jiles-Atherton model in SPICE can be a trying effort. There are a number of
papers available for the reader to peruse to see how others have calculated the values for the
parameters involved in utilizing the model. These models and calculations are quite intensive and
difficult for the average designer to produce and use. A much less time consuming solution, and
reasonably accurate method, is to simply take an iterative approach to solving the system of
multiple variables, i.e., simple trial and error. Unfortunately most SPICE programs do not
provide a very good explanation for what each value does so one is left with a time consuming
task the first time one wants to simulate a specific magnetic material. Due to this the author has
taken the time to put each of these values down and explain what they do to the B-H simulation
of a magnetic model.

Figure A2.1 CORE.CIR file in MicroCap.

The simulation package utilized here is MicroCap made by Spectrumsoft. One can load
their Jiles-Atherton model utilizing the K component and associating a single or multiple
inductances to that K. The K component denotes coupling between inductive elements. It can be
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used to either couple air core inductors, or couple any number of inductors using a single
magnetic core. Once one utilizes a model types (inputting the values for a model) the value typed
in for the inductor changes from being the inductance value to the number of turns the inductor
has on it. The software takes that along with the other parameters entered (shown in Figure
A.2.2) and calculates the inductance utilizing these parameters. One would note that this does not
take into consideration a very real aspect of most materials, the pulse permeability. It does,
however, allow one to utilize nonlinear effects due to saturation of the core material.

Figure A2.2 Parameters for magnetic modeling.
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As shown in Table 3 each of the values in Figure A2.2 are associated with a few
parameters of the core material and also how the material responds to magnetic flux. Getting the
right parameters for the simulation becomes mostly adjusting C and K values back and forth to
get the B-H loop properly shaped. This can be troublesome as they don’t seem to change one
particular aspect of the B-H loop. Adjusting them individually adjusts the tendency of the loop
flexion.
Table 3. Parameters for simulation of magnetic material using the Jiles Atherton model.

Variable Description

Explanation of Effect

Units

A

Shape Parameter

Adjusts the squareness of the BH Loop.
Higher values produce a more transverse
characteristic similar to a core in a
nonannealed state

A/m

Area

Cross Sectional Area

C
Gap

K
MS
Path

This value is simply the core cross
sectional area, Ac.
cm^2
Utilize this value to adjust the width of the
BH loop. Lower values result in a wider
Domain Wall Flexing Value delta H
n/a
Utilize this value to account for any airgap
Air Gap Length (if any)
in the core geometry
cm
Utilize this value to adjust the width of the
BH loop. Higher values result in a wider
Domain Wall pinning Value delta H. Use this value for setting Hmax
n/a
Use this value to set Bmax. 1000k = 1T or
Saturation Magnetization
10kG
A/m
Use this value to set the cores magnetic
Mean Magnetic Path length path length
cm
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Figure A2.3. Simulation of B-H curve for 2605A Metglas.
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